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The goal of this article is to propose a set of guidelines aimed

at changing professional practice with respect to how in-

vestigators report information about the measurement in-

struments used in their research, in order to enhance the

replicability and utility of research in the health sciences.

Based on a combined century of work in the field of mea-

surement, we have identified several commonly used report-

ing practises that undermine the replicability and utility of

health research. These unsound reporting practices make it

difficult or impossible for other researchers to replicate the

instruments and measurement procedures of prior in-

vestigators, and thereby impede scientific progress. As a

consequence of these suboptimal reporting practices, if a new

study fails to replicate earlier findings, one cannot know

whether this failure to replicate is because the earlier findings

are spurious or because the new study has used different

measures compared to earlier researchers. If investigators in a

particular field of research cannot repeat the methods of

measurement used in previous studies, then this field is not

practicing science.
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The problems we have identified involve current practices

in reporting the development of new instruments and the

modification of pre-existing instruments in peer-reviewed

health journals. Unfortunately, these problematic reporting

practices are all too common in the health sciences. The fact

that these issues are ignored in current published guidelines

for research practice and reportingdfor example, in public

health,1 epidemiology,2 medicine,3 clinical trials,4 and psy-

chology5dunderscores the need for additional reporting

guidelines concerning measurement methods and instru-

mentation. Below we highlight these problematic reporting

practices, presenting them in terms of a set of basic questions

that published health research articles too often fail to

address concerning the development and modification of

measurement instruments. Finally, we present a set of

guidelines for reporting measurement in health research.
Problems with reporting the development of new
instruments

A. What is the new instrument intended to measure?

One of the most serious problems in measurement

reporting in health research is the frequent failure of de-

velopers of new instruments to explain the purpose of their

instrument. This serious oversight makes it impossible to

know exactlywhat a given instrument is intended tomeasure.

Without a clear, precise definition of the target construct that

an instrument is designed to measure, there is no way for
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subsequent researchers to knowwhat it is that the instrument

assesses.6 Yet, health researchers often use a measurement

instrument whose purpose they are unable to explain. Clearly,

this lack of clarity and specificity in defining the focal con-

structs beingmeasured compromises the validity and value of

scientific research. If readers of an article reporting a newly

developed instrument are unable to determine precisely what

it is that the new instrument is meant to measure, then the

article is not science. As Ziegler6 has argued, the definition of a

construct should not only include an explanation of its con-

ceptual components and behavioural manifestations, but

should also explain its relation to other constructs.

Every health researcher who reports the development of a

new measurement instrument should be required to explain

clearly and precisely the exact concept or concepts that their

instrument is designed to assess. Peer-reviewedhealth journals

shouldnotpublishanarticlereportingthedevelopmentofanew

measurement instrument unless the authors have met this

essential requirement. And yet, every year countless health

research articles are published reporting the development of a

new instrument whose exact purpose is never explicitly

specified. This reporting problem must be corrected, if we are

to increase the conceptual precision of research measurement

and optimise progress in the health sciences.

B. What is the name of the new measurement instrument?

A second problem in measurement reporting in health

research is the widespread failure of originators of new

measures to title their instruments. Not titling an instrument

makes it impossible to track its use and to manage informa-

tion about it. The lack of a formal title for an instrument also

makes it difficult or impossible for other researchers to be sure

that they are using the same measures as prior investigators.

How does one find and keep track of other research studies

that have used a particular instrument, if the instrument in

question has no name or title? Imagine physicians trying to

prescribe the proper medication for a particular medical

condition, when the medication they are seeking has no offi-

cial name. How could physicians ever be sure their patients

receive the correct drug rather than some other medication

that seems similar or identical? Clearly, untitled measure-

ment instruments impair the ability of future scientists both

to replicate research using these measures, as well as to

conduct meta-analyses of the psychometric properties of

these instruments.
Problems with reporting the adaptation of pre-
existing instruments

A. When researchers report using an ‘adapted’ version of a

pre-existing measurement instrument, which specific

instrument have they modified, who is the author of

this original instrument, and what is its original

citation?

Clearly, when health researchers have modified a pre-

existing measure, they should specify the name and au-

thor(s) of the original instrument and provide its original
citation. All too often, however, researchers either fail to

report all of this information or report inaccurate information.

This problematic reporting practice makes it difficult or

impossible for later researchers to determine the origins of the

‘adapted’ instrument or to compare the ‘adapted’ and original

forms of the measurement instrument.

B. When researchers report using an ‘adapted’ version of a

pre-existing measurement instrument, what specific

changes have they made in ‘adapting’ the instrument?

It is common practice in many health journals for re-

searchers to modify a pre-existing instrument to suit the

needs of their research, without reporting the specific nature

of these modifications. In their research articles, investigators

often simply state that they ‘adapted,’ ‘revised,’ or ‘modified’

an instrument for use in their studydbut they do not always

explain the precise ways in which they altered the pre-

existing measure. This problematic reporting practice leaves

unspecified the specific measurements employed, making it

impossible for future researchers to replicate the measures

used in such studies. As noted earlier, if the methods of

research cannot be replicated, then the research is not sci-

ence. Unfortunately, this unsound reporting practice is

rampant in peer-reviewed health research journals. Re-

searchers who modify a pre-existing instrument should

explicitly clarify the changes they have made to the instru-

ment, and why these changes were deemed necessary.

C. When researchers report using ‘selected items’ from a pre-

existing measurement instrument, what specific items did

these researchers administer and analyse?

In their research articles, health researchers often report

using only a subset of the full battery of items from a larger,

pre-existing instrument. However, these researchers do not

always report the specific items that they used. Clearly, this

reporting practice makes it impossible for future researchers

to put in place or analyse the same measures used in the

earlier study. Once more we note that any field of empirical

inquiry that uses non-reproducible methods is not science.

Investigators who report using ‘selected items’ from a pre-

existing instrument in a research study should explicitly

clarify the specific items they administered and analysed, in

order to enhance the ability of future health researchers to

replicate their measurements.

D. When researchers report using ‘selected items’ from a

pre-existing instrument, on what basis did they decide

to administer or analyse only a subset of the original

items?

When a health researcher reports using ‘selected items’

from a larger, pre-existing instrument in a research article, it

is important for future researchers who wish to replicate this

earlier study to know whether the original researcher: (a)

selected a subset of items a priori at the outset of the study and

administered only these selected items to the sample; or (b)

administered the full battery of items from the pre-existing

instrument and then selected a subset of items to analyse a
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posteriori after collecting the data. Not knowing which of these

two procedures original researchers adopted in ‘using’

selected items makes it impossible for later researchers to be

certain they are administering the same measurement tools

as in past research.

When health researchers report selecting a subset of items

to analyse a posteriori after administering the full battery of

items from the pre-existing instrument, there is another way

inwhich the replicability of results can be compromised. If, on

the one hand, researchers have used ‘datamining’methods to

identify a subset of the full battery of items that produces

desired statistical results, then this approach is prone to

capitalise on chance and will thus have limited cross-sample

generalisability.7 If, on the other hand, researchers have

selected the specific subset of items to analyse on theoretical

grounds before analysing the data, then this approach is less

likely to capitalise on chance and should have greater cross-

sample generalisability. For these reasons, researchers who

have administered the full battery of items from a pre-existing

instrument and then selected a subset of items to analyse

after collecting the data should be required to report the basis

on which they selected the subset of items they have

analysed.

E. When researchers report using ‘selected’ items from a

larger, pre-existing instrument, what is the name of the

newly condensed instrument containing only the selected

subset of items that was administered or analysed?

As noted above in relation to the Development of new in-

struments, health researchers who modify a pre-existing in-

strument should give a unique identifying title to this newly

modifiedmeasure. Otherwise, it will be impossible to track the

use of this modified version of the instrument and to manage

information about it. The lack of a unique title for a modified

instrument also makes it difficult or impossible for other re-

searchers to be sure that they are using the samemeasures as

prior investigators who report using this modified measure.

When multiple untitled modifications of an instrument exist,

investigators cannot be sure they are using the particular

modified version of the instrument that others have used.

F. Who is the author of a modified instrument? What degree

of modification in the original instrument is necessary, in

order for the researcher making these modifications,

rather than the developer of the original instrument, to be

named as the author of the modified instrument?

The revisions made to a pre-existing instrument may by

minor (e.g. changing a single word in one item), major (e.g.

rewording all items to be appropriate for use with young

children or in relation to a particular medical disorder), or

somewhere between these two extremes (e.g. changing the

instructions to focus respondents on the past week as

opposed to life in general). Sometimes health researchers

extract and administer only a single item or a single subscale

of a pre-existing instrument, or they omit certain items to

shorten a pre-existing instrument. Other times researchers

pick and choose selected items or subscales from several pre-

existing instruments, in order to create a ‘hybrid’ composite
measure that assesses a wider range of constructs or di-

mensions than previously available. In yet other instances,

researchers adapt a pre-existing paper-and-pencil instrument

for data collection by other media, such as the Internet, a

smart-phone app, telephone, or a face-to-face interview. We

note that any form of modification to a measurement instru-

ment produces a revised measure.

Surprisingly, there are currently no formal guidelines con-

cerning how to assign authorship for such modified in-

struments in health research. And there is no general

consensus regardinghowextensive these revisionsmust be, in

order for the researcher making the modifications to be credi-

ted with authorship of the modified instrument. Although

most people would probably agree that a researcher who

simply omits one word from a pre-existing instrument should

not be cited as the author of the modified measure, no rules

currently exist for deciding when the developer of the original

measure, as opposed to the researcher making modifications

to it, should be given authorship of a modified measure.
Guidelines for reporting the development of new
measurement instrument and the modification
of pre-existing measurement instruments

To change these problematic reporting practices so as to

enhance the replicability of empirical research and the man-

agement of measurement information, we propose the

following set of guidelines for reporting measurement in

health researchdguidelines that authors should meet before

their research articles can be published in peer-reviewed

health journals (see Appendix A). We offer these guidelines

for use not only by authors of research reports, but also by

journal reviewers and editors who evaluate such reports for

publication in the course of the peer-review process. Adopting

these guidelines would serve to enhance the validity, repli-

cability, and utility of research in public health.

A. Guidelines for reporting the development of new

instruments
1. Researchers who report the development of a new

instrument should clearly and explicitly explain

exactly what the new instrument is designed to

measure.

2. Researchers who report the development of a new

instrument should give the new instrument a unique

title.
B. Guidelines for reporting themodification of pre-existing

instruments
1. Researchers who report using an ‘adapted’ version of

a pre-existing instrument should report the title,

author(s), and correct citation of the original

instrument.

2. Researchers who report using an ‘adapted’ version

of a pre-existing instrument should explicitly specify

the changes they have made to the original

instrument.

3. Researchers who report using ‘selected items’ from a

pre-existing instrument should report the specific

items they have administered and analysed.
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4. Researchers who report using ‘selected items’ from a

pre-existing instrument should explain the basis on

which they decided to administer or analyse only a

subset of the original items.

5. Researchers who ‘adapt’ a pre-existing instrument

should give the newly modified instrument a unique

title.

6. Researchers who ‘adapt’ a pre-existing instrument

should clarify who the author of the newly modi-

fied instrument is and should specify this infor-

mation in their research reports using the modified

instrument.
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Appendix A. Checklist for measurement
reporting guidelines in health research.
Reporting guideline

in exactly what the new instrument is designed to measure.

the new instrument a unique title.

rt the title, author(s), and correct citation of the original instrument.

citly specify the changes made to the original instrument.

in why these changes were necessary.

rt the specific items that were administered to the research sample.

y whether all items or only a subset of the items administered were

sed; and if the latter, explain the basis on which the subset of items

etermined.

the newly modified instrument a unique title.

ate the author of the newly modified instrument.
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